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POETRY
FIVE POEMS
MAR'ITIM.E PASSPORT
They represent, sealed each in cellophane,
The beacon's pillar of these men's lives;
From everyone a man sees out in space:
M.agellan plotting the tangents of his course,
Cortez the eagle staring from a rock,
.Or one, who here is content to drift along
Sharing good fortune, suspicious of new lands,
Who distant and successful longs for home.
These cards give entry to a native land .
By giving first the foreignness of a port
Distant in time and space as Nineveh,
But lying in emotion close to the heart;
Like money, they will buy an open door,
Will pass the stalwart and the cringing through
To embassies shipwrecked upon the shore,
But still omnipotent, the guardian gods.
. .
And these control the hinge of every life:
The index finger's patent of identity,
The conjured name in which the birthplace blooms,
The photograph of home behind the eyes;
Lacking each face, Bertillon could devise
These average manly forms, or trace
Them lost, hidden in holds, or on a street,
Or cast up frozen from the wintry seas.
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POETR.Y
Each face is the history of a life;
Each clipped to the color of eternity,
A blue bank. note, it is exposure &
PitilesS and clear, devoted to that feature
Which in them all is seemingly alike:
Eyes staring, serious, puzzled and alert,
Holding in trust more binding than these cards,
Acom~on life and future which they serve.
BASE HOSPITAL
We linger on the edge of mea~ured pain,
The glassy mercurials rise and fall
Within the poles that signal our defeat;
The flags run up their colors on the chart·
To codify the bloodstreams of our war;
Meanwhile we lie wondering what we will,
Staring at our great room where forty lie,
Our forty thieves sealed each in his own jar.
Il.
The doctor counts, we listen to his breath;
Will this one live? we wonder easily,
~king the shell which constitutes each self,
_Yet follow with our eyes his roving course
From bed to bed, hom state to state of health;
Two beds away he notes recovery,
'His s~gnature will suffice upon the sheet:
This one will rise like Lazaru~ and walk.
Beside, in the next bed a boy dies,
Or will lie dying, fighting for his' breath
With pus-choked lungs until tomorrow;
The doctor glances b~iefly, shakes his head,
Then gravely signs the little life away,
.The red tape of eviction from a bed, .
While motioning to the aides to move him out
Into that room which lies next door to death.
Pain is proprietary, at most unkind,
Holding a whip that lashes at our senses,
Flicking each nerve that keeps us here inert,
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